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Theory of stimulated Raman adiabatic passage in a degenerated reaction
system: Application to control of molecular handedness

Y. Ohta, K. Hoki, and Y. Fujimuraa)

Department of Chemistry, Graduate School of Science, Tohoku University, Sendai 980-8578, Japan

~Received 3 January 2002; accepted 11 February 2002!

We have developed a new type of stimulated Raman adiabatic passage~STIRAP! that is applicable
to a degenerated reaction system. The direction of the photon polarization vector is the adiabatic
parameter in the STIRAP. The molecular handedness of H2POSH, a preoriented phosphinotioic acid
that has two stable configurations,L andR enantiomers, is used as a model system. The control of
molecular handedness in both pure and mixed state cases are considered. In the case of a pure state,
a STIRAP with a linearly polarized single laser allows an almost complete transfer from anL ~R!
enantiomer to the other by adiabatically changing its polarization direction. The adiabatic criterion
for changing the polarization direction is clarified. In the case of a mixed state, a STIRAP with two
linearly polarized laser pulses allows a selective preparation of pure enantiomers from its racemic
mixture. In the low temperature limit, a five-level model reduces a three-level model by setting the
direction of the polarization of the pump and Stokes pulses in such a way that only the forward
transfer is allowed, while the reverse is forbidden. Furthermore, in the case of mixed state,
relaxation effects originating from vibrational mode couplings are taken into account, and the
influence of the population decay from intermediate states on the STIRAP is compared with that by
a p-pulse approach. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1467054#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Stimulated Raman adiabatic passage~STIRAP! is an ef-
fective method for complete population transfer.1–11 The
main features of this method are that it is robust and tha
sophisticated experimental setup is needed compared to
control methods such as pulse-shaping techniques.12–18How-
ever, most STIRAPs have so far been applied to nondeg
erated systems in which the pump and Stokes processe
not overlap each other in the frequency domain.

The STIRAP process is understood well in terms o
three-level system composed ofu1&, u2&, and u3& that interact
with partially overlapping pump and Stokes pulses. Here,
initial stateu1& and the final stateu3& are assumed to be non
degenerated, and the central frequencies of the two pulse
different. In order to obtain complete population trans
from u1& to u3&, the pump laser should selectively coupleu1&
to u2& and the Stokes laser should selectively coupleu2& to u3&.
The adiabatic rapid passage is carried out by applying
Stokes pulse before the pump pulse counterintuitively.
the other hand, if the initial and final states are degenera
the simple, counterintuitive treatment breaks down beca
the pump and Stokes pulses cannot be distinguished. Th
fore, it is difficult to select degenerated or quasidegenera
reaction channels by a conventional STIRAP. A typical e
ample of such degenerated systems is a selective prepar
of enantiomers.19–26To the best of our knowledge, there h
been no discussion on an application of STIRAP to suc
reaction system.1 In this paper, we propose a new STIRA
method that is applicable to a degenerated system. H

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
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molecules are assumed to be oriented on a surface or pr
ented in a gas phase by a static electric field27 or by electro-
magnetic fields.28–31In this method, the temporal behavior o
the photon polarization is a factor controlling the adiaba
rapid passage of the system. As a model of degenerated
tems, we treat a transfer of molecular handedness of pre
ented enantiomers that have two stable configurationsL
andR.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II A, we sho
that in the case of a pure state a STIRAP, taking into acco
the polarization dependence of the linearly polarized la
field, brings about almost complete population transfer fr
one localized state to the other in a degenerated system
Sec. II B, the STIRAP method described in Sec. II A is e
tended to a mixed state case in which selective preparatio
pure enantiomers from a racemic mixture is treated. In S
III, both the pure state and mixed state treatments are app
to a control of molecular handedness of preoriented H2POSH
~a preoriented phosphinotioic acid!. In the mixed state treat
ment, the influence of relaxations on the product yield is a
examined. The results obtained are compared with th
obtained by ap-pulse approach.

II. THEORY

Consider a molecule that has two degenerated confi
rations,L and R enantiomers, in the electronic ground sta
and an achiral excited state.32–35 Figure 1 shows a genera
scheme of a molecular handedness control. The two s
curves in the figure denote the electronic ground and exc
states of the enantiomers. These states are connected b
laser pulses 1 and 2 with central frequenciesv1 andv2 . The
polarization directions of those pulses are specified by
il:
9 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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7510 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 17, 1 May 2002 Ohta, Hoki, and Fujimura
unit vectorse1 ande2 . The lower curve expresses the grou
state potential energy along an enantiomer reaction coo
nate in which the left and right wells correspond to the t
stable configurations, that is,L andR enantiomers.unL& and
unR& represent the localized states in left and right we
respectively. Both wells are sufficiently separated by the
tential barrier. The upper potential curve expresses an ac
electronic excited statee, in which the molecular eigenstate
are defined asue, n& (n50,1,2,...). These molecular eigen
states are symmetric or antisymmetric with respect to
enantiomer plane. We neglect rotational effects of
molecule.36

A. Transfer of molecular handedness from an L „R…

enantiomer to an R „L… enantiomer

We first consider the population transfer of a pure st
from the initial stateu0L& to the final stateu0R& by a new
STIRAP method. The laser-driven dynamics is semicla
cally described by the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation

i\
duC~ t !&

dt
5@H02m"E~ t !#uC~ t !&, ~1!

whereH0 is the molecular Hamiltonian,m is the dipole mo-
ment operator, andE(t) is the total electric field. STIRAP
generally requires an intermediate state that can optic
couple strongly to both an initial state and a final sta
Therefore, an achiral stateue, m& is chosen as an intermedia
state for a STIRAP, and we consider the dynamical beha
of the system by means of an effective three-level sys
consisting ofu0L&, ue, m&, andu0R&. This model is a proto-
type of selective population transfer in an equally separa
three-level system.

We employE(t) given as

E~ t !5e1A1~ t !cosv1t1e2A2~ t !cosv2t ~v15v2!, ~2!

where A1(t) and A2(t) represent the envelopes of las
pulses 1 and 2, respectively. Bothv1 andv2 are supposed to

FIG. 1. A general scheme of enantiomer control by two laser pulses.
lower curve expresses the ground state potential energy along an enant
reaction coordinate in whichunL& andunR& are localized states in the left an
right wells, respectively. The upper potential curve expresses an ac
electronic excited state. In the figure, only an eigenstateue,m& is denoted.
Downloaded 03 Jan 2010 to 130.34.135.21. Redistribution subject to AIP
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be resonant to the transitions betweenu0L&(u0R&) andue, m&,
and we redenote these frequencies asv15v25v. There-
fore, the form ofE(t) can be simplified as

E~ t !5~e1A1~ t !1e2A2~ t !!cosvt

5
A~ t !

uA~ t !u
uA~ t !ucosvt5h~ t !A~ t !cosvt, ~3!

where A(t)[e1A1(t)1e2A2(t), A(t)[uA(t)u(Þ0), and
h(t) is the time-dependent unit vector of the polarizati
direction, which is defined as

h~ t ![A~ t !/uA~ t !u. ~4!

Equation~3! shows that two lasers with the same frequen
v and with two different linearly polarizations are equivale
to a single laser with a time-dependent polarization unit v
tor.

Using the rotating wave approximation~RWA! under the
resonance condition, the Hamiltonian in the interaction p
ture can be written as

HI~ t !52
h ~ t !A~ t !

2
•@m0L,emu0L&^e,mu

1m0R,emu0R&^e,mu#1h.c., ~5!

wherem0L,em andm0R,em are the transition dipole moment
in the L and R enantiomers, respectively. Defining the rel
tive angle betweenh(t) and m0L,em as hL(t) and that be-
tween h(t) and m0R,em as hR(t), the Hamiltonian Eq.~5!
can be rewritten as

HI~ t !52 1
2A~ t !m0,em~coshL~ t !u0L&^emu

1coshR~ t !u0R&^emu!1h.c., ~6!

where the absolute values ofm0L,em andm0R,em are the same
and denoted bym0,em. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors
the Hamiltonian are given by

E25
\AV1

2~ t !1V2
2~ t !

2
,

uu2&5
1

&
~sinUu0L&2ue,m&1cosUu0R&), ~7a!

E050,

uu0&5cosUu0L&2sinUu0R&, ~7b!

E152
\AV1

2~ t !1V2
2~ t !

2
,

uu1&5
1

&
~sinUu0L&1ue,m&1cosUu0R&), ~7c!

with

U~ t !5tan21
V1~ t !

V2~ t !
, ~8!

where the time-dependent Rabi frequenciesV1(t) andV2(t)
are defined as

e
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7511J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 17, 1 May 2002 Control of molecular handedness
V1~ t !5
m0,emcoshL~ t !A~ t !

\
,

~9!
and

V2~ t !5
m0,emcoshR~ t !A~ t !

\
,

respectively. As can be seen in Eqs.~7!, these dressed state
have familiar forms for analysis of a conventional STIRA
The population transfer fromu0L& to u0R& can be understood
well by the adiabatic time evolution ofuu0& following the
time variation ofV1(t) andV2(t). Therefore, it can be see
from Eqs.~7b! and~8! that complete population transfer in
degenerated system can be achieved by taking into acc
only the adiabatic change in the polarization direction of
linearly polarized electric field. For the initial conditio
uC(0)&5u0L&, the population ofu0R&, PR0[u^0RuC(t)&u2

evolves as

PR0~ t !5sin2 U~ t !,

with

U~ t !5tan21
coshL~ t !

coshR~ t !
~10!

by setting the following adiabatic changes inhL(t) and
hR(t) from the initial state (t50) to the final state (t5t f):

hL~0!5
p

2
, hR~0!Þ

p

2

→hL~ t f !Þ
p

2
, ~11!

hR~ t f !5
p

2
.

To avoid nonadiabatic couplings between the dres
states, the rate of change in theU(t) must be small com-
pared to the frequencyAV1

2(t)1V2
2(t)/2 that corresponds to

the energy separation between the dressed states.37 There-
fore, the adiabatic criterion is given by

uU̇~ t !u!
AV1

2~ t !1V2
2~ t !

2
, ~12!

where the dot represents the derivative with respect to ti

From Eq.~8!, U̇(t) is given by

U̇~ t !5
V̇1~ t !V2~ t !2V1~ t !V̇2~ t !

V1
2~ t !1V2

2~ t !
. ~13!

Here, we define the relative angle betweenm0L,em and
m0R,em asa (0<a<p). Assuming that the unit vectorh(t)
evolves in the plane formed by the two vectorsm0L,em and
m0R,em, we obtain the relation betweena and hL(t)
(hR(t)) as

a5hL~ t !2hR~ t !. ~14!
Downloaded 03 Jan 2010 to 130.34.135.21. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Figure 2~a! shows a two-dimensional geometrical stru

ture of the time-dependenth(t). For a complete population
transfer fromu0L& to u0R&, it follows from Eq. ~11! that
hR(t) is swept as

hR~0!5
p

2
2a → hR~ t f !5

p

2
, ~15!

for 0,a<p/2, and

hR~0!5
3p

2
2a → hR~ t f !5

p

2
, ~16!

FIG. 2. ~a! Two-dimensional geometrical structure of the time-depend
polarization vectorh(t), wherea(0<a<p) is the relative angle between
m0L,em and m0R,em , hR(t) is the relative angle betweenh(t) and m0L,em ,
andhL(t) is that betweenh(t) andm0R,em . ~b! The allowed direction of the
photon polarization vectorh(t) for u0L&→u0R& transfer in the pure state
case:~i! 0,a<p/2 case and~ii ! p/2<a<p case.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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for p/2,a<p. The allowed ranges in the direction of th
photon polarization vectorh(t) are shown in Fig. 2~b!.
Curled arrows connectingh~0! andh(t f) indicate the range
of h(t) from t50 to t5t f .

Substituting Eq.~9! with Eq. ~14! into Eq. ~12!, we ob-
tain the adiabatic criterion

ḣR~ t !<
m0,emA~ t !

2\
f a~hR~ t !! ~17!

with a function f a(hR(t)) defined as

f a~hR~ t !!5
@cos2 hR~ t !1cos2~a2hR~ t !!#3/2

sina
, ~18!

whereaÞ0, p. The functionf a(hR(t)) has a minimum at
hR(t)5p/22a/2 for 0,a<p/2 and a minimum athR(t)
5p2a/2 for p/2,a<p. Therefore, at these times, the e
fects of nonadiabatic couplings become maximum. We
fine f min(a) as

f min~a!

55 f aS hR5
p

2
2

a

2 D5&

sin2
a

2

cos
a

2

, for 0,a<p/2,

f aS hR5p2
a

2 D5&

cos2
a

2

sin
a

2

, for p/2,a<p.

~19!

Figure 3 showsf min(a) as a function ofa. As can be
seen from the figure,f min(a) becomes maximum ata
5p/2. In this case, the nonadiabatic coupling effects
minimized. The adiabatic condition breaks down whena ap-
proaches 0 orp. This is simply because the magnitudes
the component ofh(t) projected tom0R,em and that tom0L,em

are the same:uhR(t)u5uhL(t)u. This results in a constantU.
So far we have considered a population transfer from

L enantiomer to anR enantiomer. The reverse populatio
transfer can be treated by exchangingh(t f) with h~0! in Fig.
2~b!.

FIG. 3. Plot of f min(a) as a function ofa.
Downloaded 03 Jan 2010 to 130.34.135.21. Redistribution subject to AIP
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B. Preparation of pure enantiomers from a racemic
mixture

We now apply the technique described in the previo
subsection to the preparation of pureR enantiomers from an
equal mixture of preorientedL and R enantiomers~racemic
mixture!. For a statistical mixed state, the dynamical beh
ior of the system is described by the Liouville–von Neuma
equation for the density matrixr(t)

i\
dr~ t !

dt
5@H02m"E~ t !,r~ t !#. ~20!

For the initial state, we assume that only the two low
localized statesu0L& and u0R& are equally distributed at a
low temperature:

r~ t50!5 1
2~ u0L&^0Lu1u0R&^0Ru!. ~21!

Starting from the initial condition, we prepare pureR enan-
tiomers with the following control scheme:

r~ t50!5 1
2~ u0L&^0Lu1u0R&^0Ru! ~22!

↓ STIRAP

r~ t5t f !5 1
2~ u1R&^1Ru1u0R&^0Ru!. ~23!

Note thatr(t5t f) is also a one-to-one statistical mixture
the lowest and first excitedR enantiomers, because statistic
probabilities or eigenvalues ofr(t) must be conserved fo
processes under a unitary condition.23

For the above control scheme, we utilize two laser pul

E~ t !5e1A1~ t !cosv1t1e2A2~ t !cosv2t, ~24!

where the central frequency of pump laser 1,v1 , is resonant
to the transition betweenu0L&(u0R&) and ue,m& and that of
Stokes laser 2,v2 , is resonant to the transition betwee
u1R&(u1L&) and ue,m&. To analyze the laser-driven dynamic
of the system, we consider an effective five-level syst
consisting ofu0L&, u1L&, u0R&, u1R&, andue,m& that interact
with the laser fields. Using the RWA with the resonance co
dition, the Hamiltonian in the interaction picture can be wr
ten as

HI~ t !52 1
2e1A1~ t !•@m0L,emu0L&^e,mu

1m0R,emu0R&^e,mu1h.c.#

2 1
2e2A2~ t !•@m1L,emu1L&^e,mu

1m1R,emu1R&^e,mu1h.c.#. ~25!

Defining the relative angles betweenei( i 51,2) and
mnM,em(M5L,R;n50,1) ashnM

i , we rewrite Eq.~25! as

HI~ t !52 1
2A1~ t !@m0,emcosh0L

1 u0L&^e,mu

1m0,emcosh0R
1 u0R&^e,mu1h.c.#

2 1
2A2~ t !@m1,emcosh1L

2 u1L&^e,mu

1m1,emcosh1R
2 u1R&^e,mu1h.c.#, ~26!

where mn,em(n50,1) denotes the magnitude o
mnL,em(mnR,em). The laser-driven dynamics of the system
obviously influenced by the choice of the relative angles.26 In
order to completely separate the pump and Stokes proce
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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namely, the laser pulses 1 and 2 selectively induce forw
transitions,u0L&→ue,m& and ue,m&→u1R&, while they sup-
press backward transitionsu0R&→ue,m& and ue,m&→u1L&,
respectively, we impose the following conditions fore1 and
e2 :

e1•m0L,emÞ0, e1•m0R,em50,
~27!e2•m1R,emÞ0, e2•m1L,em50.

The above conditions are satisfied by choosing the rela
angles as

h0L
1 Þ

p

2
, h0R

1 5
p

2
~28!

h1R
2 Þ

p

2
, h1L

2 5
p

2
.

The choice of Eq.~28! reduces the five-level system t
an effective three-level system whose interaction Ham
tonian is expressed as

HI~ t !52 1
2A1~ t !cosh0L

1 m0,emu0L&^e,mu

2 1
2A2~ t !cosh1R

2 m1,emu1R&^e,mu

1h.c. ~29!

Therefore, the localized densitiesu1L&^1Lu andu0R&^0Ru do
not contribute to the laser-driven dynamics, and the selec
preparation ofR enantiomers from the racemic mixture ca
be achieved by the STIRAP described above.

The localization densitiesPL(t)(PR(t)) defined as

PL~ t ![Tr@~ u0L&^0Lu1u1L&^1Lu!r~ t !# ~30a!

and

PR~ t ![Tr@~ u0R&^0Ru1u1R&^1Ru!r~ t !# ~30b!

are, respectively, given by

PL~ t !5 1
2 cos2 U~ t !

and

PR~ t !5 1
21 1

2 sin2 U~ t !, ~31!

with

U~ t !5tan21
A1~ t !cosh0L

1 m0,em

A2~ t !cosh1R
2 m1,em

. ~32!

Equations~31! and ~32! show that a complete populatio
transfer from the lowest state ofL enantiomer to the firs
excited vibronic state ofR enantiomer can be performed b
applying the pump and Stokes pulses counterintuitively
as in the ordinary STIRAP method.2

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We apply the new STIRAP method proposed in Sec
to a transfer of molecular handedness of a preorien
H2POSH.21 As shown in Fig. 4, it is assumed that the P–
bond is oriented along thez axis and that the OvP– S
groups are in thex–z plane. In this simplified model, the
torsional motion of the hydrogen bonded to the sulfur,f, is
the reaction coordinate. Since we consider the electro
Downloaded 03 Jan 2010 to 130.34.135.21. Redistribution subject to AIP
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ground stateS0 and the first excited singlet stateS1 in the
Born–Oppenheimer approximation, the Hamiltonian of t
system in an electric field is given as

H~ t !5S T1Vg~f! 2mge~f!"E~ t !

2meg~f!"E~ t ! T1Ve~f!
D , ~33!

whereT is the kinetic energy operator of the torsional moti

T52
\2

2I

d2

df2 , ~34!

with I being the moment of inertia of the torsional hydroge
The second terms of the diagonal elementsVg(f) andVe(f)
represent the potential energies along the reaction coordi
in which g and e denote the ground and the first electron
excited states, respectively. The interaction of the molec
with the electric field is semiclassically treated in the dipo
approximation including the dipole operatorsmnm(f)(n,m
5g,e) and the electric fieldE(t). Since we employ ultravio-
let laser fields, the electric dipole interactions2mi i (f)
•E(t)( i 5g,e) were neglected. We made use of the know
ab initio results forVg(f) andVe(f) and those for the tran
sition dipole momentmge(f).25

The eigenstates of each electronic state are obtaine
solving the time-independent Schro¨dinger equations:

@T1Vg#ug,v6&5Egv6ug,v6&, v50,1,2, . . . , ~35a!

@T1Ve#ue,v8&5Eev8ue,v8&, v850,1,2, . . . , ~35b!

where ug,v6& and ue,v8& represent torsional eigenstates
the electronic ground and excited states, andEgv6 andEev8
are the associated eigenenergies, respectively. The sign1
and 2 in ug,v6& mean that the corresponding eigenfun
tions are symmetric and antisymmetric with respect tof,
respectively. The torsional eigenfunctions were calcula
using the Fourier grid Hamiltonian method with 256 gr
points.38 The torsional states localized in the left and rig
wells are obtained from the superposition of the eigensta
below the barrier

ug,vL&5
1

&
~ ug,v1&1ug,v2&), ~36a!

ug,vR&5
1

&
~ ug,v1&2ug,v2&). ~36b!

FIG. 4. A preoriented H2POSH model, wheref is the torsional angle
around the P–S axis.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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It has been found that the angles between the projection
m0L,em(m0R,em) to the y–z plane and thez axis are nearly
2p/4~p/4!,25 where m0L,em[^g,0Lumgeue,m& and m0R,em

[^g,0Rumgeue,m&.
In the actual treatment, we employed a sufficient num

of eigenstates to reach numerical convergency.
We first examined a pure state case in which the tran

of the molecular handedness from the initial stateug,0L& to
the final stateug,0R& is induced by a laser polarized in th
y–z plane. For simplicity, the laser field used takes the f
lowing form:

E~ t !5h ~ t !A0 cosvt, ~37!

whereA0 is the amplitude andv is laser frequency that is
fixed to the energy separation betweenue,5& and
ug,0L&(ug,0R&). The time dependence of the unit vectorh(t)
is specified byhL(t)(hR(t)) for which we employ the fol-
lowing function for the sake of convenience:

hL~ t !5
p

2
1

p

2
sin2S p

2

t

t f
D , ~38a!

with

hR~ t !5hL~ t !2
p

2
. ~38b!

Therefore, the direction of the unit vector evolves from th
of m0,R,em to that of m0L,em around thez axis in they–z
plane to satisfy Eq.~11!. The derivatives of bothhL(t) and
hR(t) with respect to time take the same form as each ot

ḣL~ t !5ḣR~ t !5
p2

4t f
sinS pt

t f
D . ~39!

This function has a maximum att5t f /2.
The laser parameters were set toA052.23109 V/m and

t f56.0 ps. The value of intensity is taken in order that t
three-level picture is held in good approximation. In a reg
of stronger intensity, the efficiency of the population trans
becomes worse. This is due to the influence of competi
transitions. GivenA0 , t f is estimated from Eq.~17!. Since
a.p/2 in this model, it can be seen from Eq.~19! that the
value of f a(hR(t)) is always larger than 1 during the tim
evolution of the system. Substituting Eqs.~38b! and~39! into
Eq. ~17! at t5t f /2 under the conditiona'p/2 and taking
A(t) in Eq. ~17! asA0 , we obtain

p2

2m0,emA0
!t f . ~40!

In our simulation, the left-hand side of Eq.~40! is about 1.2
ps, and we set it five times, 6.0 ps ast f .

Figure 5 shows temporal behaviors of the molecu
handedness. We can see from Fig. 5 that the molecular h
edness fromug,0L& to ug,0R& was nearly completely trans
ferred within 6 ps. It is interesting to see in Fig. 5 th
dhR(t)/dt is maximized att;3 ps when the population ofL
andR enantiomers are equal. At that time, the nonadiab
effects become maximum@See Eqs.~17! and~18!#. We have
confirmed the robustness of the solutions with respec
Downloaded 03 Jan 2010 to 130.34.135.21. Redistribution subject to AIP
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changes inA0 and t f , although the results are not show
Other types ofhR(t) such as a Gaussian form can be adop
as well.

We now present the results of a selective preparation
R enantiomers from a preoriented racemic mixture at a l
temperature limit:

r~ t50!5 1
2~ ug,0L&^g,0Lu1ug,0R&^g,0Ru! ~41!

↓ STIRAP

r~ t5t f !5 1
2~ ug,1R&^g,1Ru1ug,0R&^g,0Ru!. ~42!

That is, we consider a transfer of the molecular handedn
from ug,0L& to ug,1R&. The total electric fieldE(t) is com-
posed of two components with Gaussian-type envelopes

E~ t !5(
i 51

2

eiAi~ t !, ~43!

with

Ai~ t !5Ai
0gi~ t !cosv i t, ~44!

and

gi~ t !5exp@2~ t2t i !
2/s i

2#, ~45!

whereA1
0 andA2

0 are the maximum amplitudes of the pum
and Stokes pulses, respectively, andgi(t) is the Gausisan
envelope function that is characterized by the center of t
t i and pulse widths i . The laser frequenciesv1 andv2 were
fixed to the transition frequenciesve5,g0L[(Ee52Eg0L)/\
and ve5,g0R[(Ee52Eg1R)/\, respectively.25 The laser pa-

FIG. 5. Transfer of molecular handedness fromug,0L& to ug,0R& by a laser
with time-dependent polarization:~a! dhR(t)/dt vs time,~b! hR(t) vs time,
and ~c! population vs time.
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rameters were set to A1
052.13109 V/m, A2

051.4
3109 V/m, s15s251.0 ps, andt12t250.9 ps. We have
chosen the directions ofe1 ande2 as2p/4 andp/4 from the
z axis in they–z plane to satisfy Eq.~28!. The time evolu-
tion of r(t) is estimated byPL(t) and PR(t), which are
defined as

PL~ t !5Tr@~ ug,0L&^g,0Lu

1ug,1L&^g,1Lu!r~ t !# ~46a!

and

PR~ t !5Tr@~ ug,0R&^g,0Ru

1ug,1R&^g,1Ru!r~ t !#, ~46b!

respectively.
Figure 6 shows the enantiomer control of H2POSH in

the mixed case. Dashed lines denote the temporal beha
in the absence of any damping effects. The final prod
yield is 98.9% by applying the pumping and Stokes pul
counterintuitively shown in Fig. 6~a!. González et al.25 have
proposed an interesting strategy to separate enantio
from a racemic mixture in a subpicosecond time scale us
chirped laser pulses and a half STIRAP method. Their c
trol field consists of a five step sequence of pulses
achieves 100% of racemate purification of H2POSH in the
low temperature limit. As shown in Fig. 6, in our new ST
RAP method, only pump and Stokes pulses are counteri
itively applied in achieving almost complete purificatio
within 5 ps.

So far, we used a simplified model of H2POSH in which
all vibrational modes except for the torsional mode are f
zen. In fact, Manz’s group recently found a significant co
pling between the torsional motions of an S–H bond and

FIG. 6. Selective preparation ofR enantiomers from a racemic mixture b
STIRAP: ~a! envelope of laser pulses vs time, and~b! time evolution of
PL(t) andPR(t), which are defined in Eq.~46!. Dashed lines and solid line
are the case forG50 and 1/G50.5 ps, respectively.
Downloaded 03 Jan 2010 to 130.34.135.21. Redistribution subject to AIP
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stretching vibrational mode of a P–S bond in theS1 state.
Therefore, it is necessary to incorporate such a mode c
pling effect into a density matrix formalism for a realist
study of laser control. For a quick assessment of the m
coupling, we examined the efficiency of population trans
by the STIRAP by introducing a damping termG. This
damping term originating from the mode coupling is deriv
using an effective Hamiltonian formalism. The resultant
fective Hamiltonian matrix is expressed as a modification
Eq. ~33!, i.e., iG/2 is added in the diagonal matrix eleme
H22. Although the process becomes nonunitary due toG
Þ0, this treatment may be a good approximation for t
description of a dissipative system since the population in
electronic excited state was small for the STIRAP and r
idly passes through for thep pulse approach described b
low.

We compared the results obtained by the STIRAP w
those obtained by ap pulse-like approach that is effective fo
a fast population transfer in a three-level system based o
nonadiabatic process.39 This approach requires the followin
conditions for two laser pulses with the Gaussian envelop

m0L,e5A1
0g1~ t !5m1R,e5A2

0g2~ t !5V~ t !\,

E V~ t !dt5&p. ~47!

For convenience, we call this approach thep-pulse ap-
proach. In this method, there is no time delay between
pulses. This makes the population created in the electro
excited state pass rapidly.

The solid lines in Fig. 6~b! denote the temporal behav
iors of the preparation of pure enantiomers with lifetim
1/G50.5 ps by the STIRAP. Figure 7 shows the populati
dynamics by thep-pulse approach. The dashed lines in F
7~b! show the population dynamics withG50, and the solid

FIG. 7. Selective preparation of anR enantiomer by ap-pulse approach:~a!
envelope of laser pulses vs time, and~b! time evolution ofPL(t) andPR(t).
Dashed line and solid line are the cases forG50 and 1/G50.5 ps, respec-
tively.
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lines show the results with the lifetime 1/G50.5 ps. In Fig.
7~b!, the maximum amplitudes were set to be the same
those in the STIRAP ands15s250.6 ps. The final localiza-
tions in the case ofG50 were 99.2% and 98.9% for th
p-pulse approach and the STIRAP, respectively. In the c
of 1/G50.5 ps, these values decreased to 80.7% and 89
respectively. The population transfer by the STIRAP p
ceeds via a dark state consisting ofug,0L& and ug,1R&,
namely, without any appreciable population of intermedi
states, and the efficiency of the process is therefore
greatly influenced by the decay from the intermediate sta
The results indicate that the STIRAP is more efficient
population transfer than is thep-pulse approach. The valu
of the lifetime adopted here is tentative at present and se
to be the maximum. Therefore, the effects ofG shown in
Figs. 6 and 7 are qualitative, and a realistic value ofG is
needed to quantitatively discuss the effects of the mode c
plings in the electronically excited state of H2POSH.

The new method developed in this paper is based o
two-step optical process of a single STIRAP excitation.
many reaction systems involving polyatomic molecules
interest, the Franck–Condon factors for excitation to the
per electronic surface are usually very poor because o
change in their multidimensional potential energy surfac
Therefore, the direct application of the single STIRAP ex
tation results in negligibly small population transfer. How
ever, a method of sequential STIRAP excitations40 is appli-
cable to such reaction systems by introducing the concep
the time-dependent photon polarization vectors propose
this paper.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a new type of STIRAP method t
is applicable to population transfer in a degenerated sys
Two cases of statistical states, a pure state and a mixed
were taken into account. Preoriented H2POSH was treated a
a model for the molecular handedness.

For a pure state case, we showed an almost comp
population transfer from anL ~R! enantiomer to anR ~L!
enantiomer by a laser with a time-dependent polarization
rection. We have clarified the adiabatic criterion as well.

For a mixed state case, we demonstrated the prepara
of pure enantiomers from its racemic mixture. In the lo
temperature limit, a five-level model reduces a three-le
model by setting the direction of polarizations of both pum
and Stokes pulses in such a way that the forward proce
optically allowed and backward is forbidden. We carried o
simulations taking into account a relaxation of an electro
excited state. We compared the results obtained by the
RAP with those obtained by ap-pulse approach under th
conditions that the maximum intensities are the same
both pulses have Gaussian envelopes. The compar
showed that the STIRAP can maintain a higher product y
than can thep-pulse approach in spite of longer irradiatio
of the pulse in the STIRAP.

Experimentally, combined with a new technique of tim
dependent polarization control,41 the STIRAP presented her
is a promising method for selective population transfer
Downloaded 03 Jan 2010 to 130.34.135.21. Redistribution subject to AIP
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other ~pseudo! degenerated systems such as a hydrog
bonded system.42,43
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